The purpose of this paper is to show that if X is a completely regular 7Vspace, then Q(X), the space of all compact subsets of X with the Vietoris topology, is realcompact (topologically complete in the sense of Dieudonné) if and only if X is realcompact (topologically complete in the sense of Dieudonné).
Recall that the completely regular space X is realcompact if and only if X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a topological product of copies of the reals and X is Dieudonné complete if X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of metric spaces.
Notation. If / is a continuous function from X into Y, then / will denote the function from Q(X) into 6(F) defined by f(H) -{/<*) | xEH}.
Lemma A. If f is a continuous function from X into Y, then f is continuous.
Proof. Let (Ui, U2, ■ ■ • , Un) be a basic open set in 6(F) that
Lemma B. Suppose that {Xa,f%\ is an inverse system over the directed set A. Then G(inv lim {Xa, f%}) is homeomorphic to inv lim{ Q(Xa),fl}.
Proof.
For each o in 4, let Pa denote the projection of inv lim {Xa, fl\ into the coordinate space Xa and let P*denote the projection of inv lim { Q(Xa), fab] into Q{Xa). For each element H in C(inv lim \Xa, /£}), let T{H)= {Pa{H)\aBA. Since if a<b are elements of A, then Fa = fa-Pb, it follows that T(H) is a point in inv lim { e(Xa), fb). Thus, T is a function from e(inv lim \Xa, fb}) into inv lim {<Z(Xa), ft} • It is obvious that T is one-to-one and onto. To see that T is continuous, we will show that for each a' in A, Pa'-T is continuous.
Let ( is an open set in inv lim {<3(Xa),fü} that contains T(H) and is a subset of T((UU U,, ■ ■ ■ , Un)).1
Theorem. // X is a completely regular Ti-space, then: 1. G(X) is realcompact if and only if X is realcompact.
Q(X) is Dieudonné complete if and only if X is Dieudonné complete.
Proof. X is homeomorphic to the closed subspace of G(X) consisting of all the degenerate subsets of X. Thus if G(X) is complete (realcompact), then X is complete (realcompact). Suppose that X is realcompact.
Then, by [2, Theorem 2], X is homeomorphic to an inverse limit of an inverse system of separable metric spaces over a directed set. Now, if M is a separable metric space, e(M) has a countable basis; thus, if M is a separable metric space, e(M) is a separable metric space. It now follows from Lemma B that G(X) is homeomorphic to an inverse limit of an inverse system of separable metric spaces over a directed set. According to [2, Theorem 2], Q(X) is realcompact. If X is Dieudonné complete, then by [3, Theorem 3.1 ], X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of an inverse system of metric spaces. By Lemma B, Q(X) is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of an inverse system of metric spaces over a directed set; thus Q(X) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of metric spaces, which completes the proof.
The referee has pointed out to the author that the theorem is true if "completeness in the sense of Dieudonné" is replaced by "completeness in the sense of Cech." An argument, as outlined by the referee, can be obtained by noting that a space is Cech complete if and only if X is the inverse limit of an inverse system of locally compact spaces over a countable directed set. This result now follows from Lemma B and [l, Theorem 4.9.12].
